In conventional well-known derivation methods for the adaptive Thouless-Anderson-Palmer (TAP) free energy, special assumptions that are difficult to mathematically justify except in some mean-field models, must be made. Here, we present a new adaptive TAP free energy derivation method. Using this derivation technique, without any special assumptions, the adaptive TAP free energy can be simply obtained as a high-temperature expansion of the Gibbs free energy.
Introduction
The adaptive Thouless-Anderson-Palmer (TAP) equation, which is obtained via the minimum condition of the adaptive TAP free energy (ATAPFE), can be used to solve some spin glass models, such as the SherringtonKirkpatrick model and the Hopfield model [1, 2] . A message-passing-type algorithm for solving the adaptive TAP equation has been proposed in Ref. [3] . Two methods for deriving the ATAPFE are known. The first approach (i) is based on the cavity method, the linear response relation, and the Plefka expansion. In derivation (i), a crucial assumption must be made, i.e., the cavity distributions are taken to be Gaussian distributions with variances independent of the external fields [1, 2] . The second approach (ii) is based on the Plefka expansion. In derivation (ii), a different crucial assumption is made. i.e., that the intractable terms in the expansion can be replaced by tractable terms originating from a Gaussian model [2, 4] .
In this paper, we present a new method for deriving the adaptive TAP free energy, which is based on the Plefka expansion and the linear response relation. Our method appears similar to the derivations (i) and (ii) in many respects. However, in the method proposed in this study, the ATAPFE is obtained via a high-temperature expansion of a Hessian matrix appearing in the true Gibbs free energy. Further, the ATAPFE can be obtained without any unnatural assumptions. (Note that a conventional assumption for a Hessian matrix is made). The proposed method can be expected to gain our understanding for the ATAPFE.
Gibbs Free Energy of Ising Model
On an undirected graph G(V, E), the Ising model is defined in the form of the Gibbs distribution,
where x = {x i ∈ {+1, −1} | i ∈ V } are the Ising variables. The J = {J ij } are the symmetric interactions and there are no self-interactions, J ij = J ji and J ii = 0, and the h = {h i } are the external fields. Z β and β are the partition function and the (positive) inverse temperature, respectively. For a test distribution Q(x), minimizing the variational free energy
under the constraint, m i = x x i Q(x) ∀i ∈ V , yields the Gibbs free energy:
where the "extr" term denotes the extremum with respect to the assigned parameters. Through a straightforward manipulation, we obtain G β (m) in the form [3] 
The relation βF := − ln Z = min m G β (m) holds, where F is the true Helmholtz free energy of the Boltzmann machine. The high-temperature expansion of G β (m) is the Plefka expansion [5, 6] . For any m and β, the relation x i * β = m i holds ∀i ∈ V , where e(x) * β is the expectation of e(x) with respect to the distribution P *
There is an important relation, referred to as the linear response relation, between the Hessian matrix of the Gibbs free energy, i|H β |j := ∂ 2 G β (m)/∂m i ∂m j , and the susceptibility matrix, i|χ β |j := x i x j * β − m i m j , where the notation i|A|j denotes the (ij)-th element of the matrix A. The derivative of the equation m i = x x i P * β (x) with respect to m j is δ i,j = k∈V i|χ β |k [∂η * k /∂m j ], where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta. On the other hand, the derivative of the Gibbs free energy in Eq.(2) with respect to m i is ∂G β (m)/∂m i = η * i . From the above two equations, we obtain δ i,j = k∈V i|χ β |k k|H β |j , and, hence, the linear response relation H −1 β = χ β is obtained. From Taylor's theorem, Eq.(2) can be expressed as
Using the susceptibility matrix, we obtain
From this equation, Eq. (3), and the linear response relation, we obtain
The first term in Eq. (4) is
Hence,
In derivation (i) (mentioned in the first paragraph), the Hessian matrix is approximated as i|H β |j ≈ δ i,j V i (β) + i|H 0 |j − βJ ij in Eq. (4), where V i (β) is the variance of the Gaussian-type of cavity field on i, which is assumed to be independent of h. This approximation is made despite the fact that cavity fields should depend on all of the parameters of the energy functions in general [1, 2] . On the other hand, in derivation (ii), as an approximation, the second term in Eq. (m) is a tractable Gibbs free energy originating from a Gaussian distribution with an energy function similar to Eq.(1) [2, 4] .
In the following, we propose a new method for deriving the ATAPFE. In the proposed method, we express the fourth term in Eq.(4) by a Gibb free energy of a Gaussian model, and the proposed deriving method appears similar to derivation (ii). However, the both methods are essentially different. In derivation (ii), to obtain the ATAPFE, we approximate G 
Alternative Form of Gibbs Free Energy and Adaptive TAP Free Energy
For the matrix A β := H β + βJ, we define the Gaussian type of Helmholtz free energy expressed as
where we assume that A β − βJ = H β is a positive definite matrix. This assumption is convention for the Plefka expansion. Similar to Eq.(3), we can express the free energy in Eq.(6) as K β (A β ) = K 0 (A 0 )+ β 0 [∂K t (A t )/∂t]dt. Therefore, we obtain H β can be expanded as H β = H 0 − βJ + O(β 2 ). Thus, H β ≈ H 0 − βJ when β ≪ 1. This high-temperature approximation corresponds to the naïve mean-field approximation of H β . Further, for this high-temperature approximation, the remainder R β vanishes, because A β = H β + βJ = H 0 + O(β 2 ) and therefore ∂A β /∂β ≈ 0. From these approximations, we arrive at
